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Growing U.S. Disaster Costs



International Natural Hazard 
Losses in 2001

• 700 disasters (not counting terrorism)
• 25,000 deaths
• $36 billion in economic losses
• $11.5 billion in insured losses

(Munich Re, Review of Natural Hazard Losses in 
2001, 28 December; http://www.munichre.com)



How Can We Reduce the Impacts 
of Disasters?

• Disasters happen when hazards and human 
settlements intersect (a hurricane striking an 
uninhabited island is not a disaster)

• To reduce the impact of disasters, we can 
create resilient cities through more effective 
mitigation efforts



Resilience in the Face of Disaster

“Local resiliency with regard to disasters 
means that a locale is able to withstand an 
extreme natural event without suffering 
devastating losses, damage, diminished 
productivity, or quality of life and without a 
large amount of assistance from outside the 
community.” (Mileti, Disasters by Design)



Presentation Preview

• What is hazard mitigation?
• What is a resilient city?
• Why is resilience important?
• Are hazard mitigation & anti-terrorism 

compatible?
• Resilience principles
• Best hazard mitigation practice
• Policy reforms to promote resilient cities



What is Hazard Mitigation?

• Hazard mitigation is:
– action taken 
– to reduce or eliminate
– long-term risk to people and property
– from hazards and their effects



Intergovernmental Mitigation 
System



What is a Resilient City? 

• Designed to weather impacts of natural or 
technological hazards 

• Composed of networked social communities 
& lifeline systems

• Able to withstand severe shock without chaos 
or permanent rupture

• Capable of adapting to hazards & learning  
from disasters 



Resilient cities are networks of

• Physical systems 
(body)
– Buildings
– Roads & bridges
– Utility systems
– Communication links
– Lakes & rivers
– Soils & geology

• Community 
components (brain)
– Institutions
– Agencies
– Organizations
– Neighborhoods
– Businesses
– Task forces



Why is Resilience Important?

• Vulnerability cannot be predicted 
completely--ability to respond to disaster is 
critical

• In resilient cities people & property fare 
better--fewer injuries & system collapses 
from disasters

• Resilience goal provides model to assess 
mitigation decisions, plans, policies



Non-resilient subdivision in floodplain 
after Hurricane Floyd in NC

Can 
resilience be 
planned 
proactively?

Can 
resilience be 
planned 
proactively?

I believe that 
it can!

I believe that 
it can!



Are Mitigation & Anti-Terrorism
Compatible?

• Natural hazard 
mitigation goals
– Physical resilience
– Sustainable 

development
– Smart growth

• Anti-terrorism goals
– Similar

• Natural hazard 
mitigation practice
– Social resilience
– Participation
– Information sharing

• Anti-terrorism practice
– Command/control
– Secrecy



UN Commission on Sustainable 
Development

• Sustainable development
– Meets present needs without compromising 

needs of future generations to meet their needs

• Cannot succeed without
– enabling societies to be resilient to natural 

hazards
– ensuring that future development does not 

increase vulnerability



UN Commission on Sustainable 
Development

“More effective prevention strategies would 
save not only...billions of dollars, but ... 
thousands of lives. Funds…spent on …relief 
could be devoted to enhancing…sustainable 
development…[to] reduce the risk for war and 
disaster. Building a culture of prevention is 
not easy….benefits…are the disasters that did 
NOT happen.” (Kofi Annan, UN Secretary-
General)



Smart Growth & New Urbanism

• Combat urban sprawl through compact 
cities and high density development

• Promote community through 
– diverse built environment
– pedestrian scale
– transportation options
– defined public realm



Non-resilient retirement home in 
floodplain, after Hurricane Floyd

Building in 
floodplains 
is not Smart 
Growth

Building in 
floodplains 
is not Smart 
Growth



Disaster Resilience Principles

• Redundancy
• Diversity
• Efficiency
• Autonomy

• Strength
• Interdependence
• Adaptability
• Collaboration



What Does a Resilient Natural 
System Look Like?

• Ecosystems evolve successfully due to their 
diversity, adaptability, & redundancy
– Think of a spider web or an evolving plant or 

animal population
– Think of a forest ecosystem that recreates itself 

after a forest fire
– Recall that the resilience of natural systems can 

be enhanced by pro-active intervention



How Would an Artist Portray a 
Resilient System?

• Graphic artists, such as M.C. Escher, 
imagine orderly yet  resilient environments
– His Concave and Convex drawing of stairs, 

spaces, people, and creatures suggests a system 
that is simultaneously:

• interdependent & redundant 
• diverse & accessible
• collaborative & adaptable



Resilient Environment by M.C. 
Escher
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Envision a Resilient City

• Redundant communication grids--to 
continue functioning if one part fails

• Diverse mitigation approaches--to protect 
against various threats

• Flexible recovery strategies--to learn from 
disasters & adapt to new threats

• Collaborative institutions--to involve & 
work with public & private stakeholders



Traditional Best Mitigation 
Practices

• Plan (identify hazards & vulnerability)
• Avoid, or relocate buildings from, hazard areas
• Strengthen structures (flood & wind proof)
• Conserve natural areas (wetlands, forests)
• Control hazards (flood control, slope stabilization)
• Direct public expenditures (away from subsidizing  

development in hazard locations)
• Communicate & educate (hazard areas, risk & 

safety measures)



Mitigating for Social Resilience
• Ongoing vulnerability reduction
• Distributed hazard mitigation capability
• Broad hazard reduction commitment
• Networked communications
• Recognized equity standards
• Social safety net
• Economic safety net



Some Disaster Policy Reforms

• Extend Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 by:
– Mitigation impact assessments
– Hazard mitigation corps
– Mitigation assistance loans
– Mitigation land use standards
– At-risk reports
– Building code hazard safety standard incentives



A Resilient Cities Campaign

• If we choose, then we can make the 21st 
century an era of safe urban living--we have 
the tools

• We need the commitment--to envision and 
build resilient cities around the world



Resilience Benchmarks

“Local resiliency with regard to disasters 
means that a locale is able to withstand an 
extreme natural event without suffering 
devastating losses, damage, diminished 
productivity, or quality of life and without a 
large amount of assistance from outside the 
community.”  (Mileti, Disasters by Design)


